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Abstract 

Positroa acceleration at the Saclay high duty cycle 
linae it aade between 20 and 130 MaV *t tha Low Energy 
Station aad between ISO and SOO MaV ia tha High Energy 
Soom. Average intensities ia tha whole energy deaaia 
are tha nightst available aaeag tha various laborato
ries. Energy widths (F««) as law «a I He* ara obtained 
for lav aaargy beaai If 100 X*V) by special «sa of the 
first two sactioas <S7, St) vhica rotates tha phase 
space f JE» AS), lean» can ha switched between Law 
Energy and High Energy Staticas with a periad af I sec
ond. Various factors of the e~/e+ conversion rate are 
includisg the magnetic aad RF phase adjustments ; they 
are illustrated by analyzing the energy spectrua ob
tained with acceleration ia the first section S7 only. 
Beam aositoring includes higa st nitivity ferrite aoni-
tors, Ef cavities, vire chancers aad scintillation de
tector». A removable converter asseably will be used 
for aa easy Baiataaaace ia a highly activated field. 

The Seclay high duty cycle 600 He* electron liaac 
is aov a place unique ia the world far accelerating av
erage istensities above 50 aA of positrons fro» 20 ta 
500 Sat producing by asaihilatioa in flight intense an-
nochrosatic photon bears usee for the study of photo-
nuclear reactions. 

Reliable opération during long rank ia obtained by 
liai ting systematically the level ef the electron beam 
power. Operation with a high power rotating target is 
excluded ; the target is uasoved : a piece ef gold,with 
a thicheess ef one radiation length. This strongly water 
cooled target is probably able to withstand aore than 
100 uA average intensity of 90 HeV electrons on a spot 
of I BSB in diameter ; it has been tested at a level of 
•0 uA fer continuous operation and in aost of the ex
periments, the average beam intensities effectively us
ed are lisited to 30 to 60 vA. That liai tat ion ia also 
isportast for reducing the effect of the electromagnet
ic shower on tha first accelerating sectiea (S7). This 
specially designed staading-wve accelerating section 
has been described previously1. Particular emphasis is 
put on t:-.s stability of the various eleaents ; general 
iciprovestnts of power generators, transaitters and ft? 
pilot systea arc contributing to this goal. 
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Typical adjustments j 
Two hinds ef typical operation are in use. j 
For east of the experiments done in the ten Energy ; 

Room, §=ex intra energy ef MO MsV i s sufficient and ! 
emphasis i s put en the intensity ef the bean in a ener
gy width ef £E/E - 1.5 *. The solution adopted takes 
advantage ef the separate edjustsent ef the RF phase ' 
at the entrance of first (S7) and second (St) accelerat
ing sections. Figs. IA and It give s one results ef a 
calculation cade for an électron hunch of energy E and 
phase p. One reads oa Fig. IA the phase space at the 
entrance ef St for different values ef the S7 RF phase 
adjustxent iji the lover part of the figure is relative 
co the value ij < 90*;t&e positrons are f irst slowed 
down ; the upper part is the normal adjustment with ' 
•j > 90*} the effect of selecting the init ial energy 
of the position* at the entraaca of S7 (Eyta by vari- . 
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ous adjustment of the magnetic lens field at the con
verter (far example frcea 1.8 to I Tesla) i s to change 
the beam phase «g{ n at the end of SI. 

Experiaeats made vith feeding oaly S7 vith RF (the 
other sections St. ..SI2 being not activated) aad analyz
ing the eae-gy spectra ia the Low Energy Room, have de
monstrated that various families ef energy are selected 
according ta the adjustaents af the magnetic eleaeats 
(leaa and solenoids) far a given value «7. Asong the 
peaks observed, two ef then are relative te the 3»/2 
aad the */2 phase difference between the converter tar
get aad the entrance af 57. but evidence has been found 
far a family with an in i t ia l energy Ey of about 20 SIsV. 

The final adjustment is illustrated on Fig. It. ty 
changing the St RF phase }g one rotates the phase spa
ce at the end of St (Eftmt» «Sout> *** °** ebtains 
for example with «g * '? • >20 a narrow energy spec
trum ; such an adjustment gives a gaia ef roughly a 
factor af two for the aaalyxed beam intensity in the 
Law Energy Station. 

Far operation at the eaxinum energy af 130 SteV in the 
Law Energy Room and the acceleration to the Sigh Ettsrgy 
Soon, the best results are obtained with a narrow phase 
bunch and the strangest ini t ia l acceleration ; the 
ini t ia l energy spread i s bearable with reference to 
the tS.lt - I Z aonechroaatiziag s l i t used at energy ef 
300 at 400 He*. Far improving the energy spectrum for 
such a "High Energy" adjustment, i t i s generally worth
while to lower the velue ef the magnetic field at the 
converter target, selecting higher values of E7 and ob
taining a aarrower phase bunch. 

Conversion rates and energy spectra 
The conversion rates, expressed as the positron baas 

intensity obtained after acceleration for a given 
90 HeV electron beam intensity impinging oa the con
verter target are given on the Figs. 2 and 3. Curves A 
ere relative to the intensity st the entrance of the 
nonochronatising s l i t and curves t are raletive to the 
beam analysed in Mil • 1.5 X for the low Energy 
Room and in AE/E * I S for the High Energy Room. The 
«voted rates are not the best obtained values but mean 
values in numerous rues with sose differences in the 
adjustments and in the status ef tha elements. Typical 
omittance values as measured in the Low Energy and 
•igh Energy Rooms are respectively l . t » I0 3 HeV sss.ard 
and 1.5 » 10* MeV s*, ard. 

Table I gives typical values of the widths of the 
energy spectra as measured with (A) or without (t) the 
special («7, eg) phase adjustment. 

Table I 

ttntfy of accelerated) . . 
aeeitrma <*•*) | 

Vlatht ef energy 
eetetrve (rue?) <X*V> U 2.50 

130 ISO I MO 

l.t I 1.2 

MO 

». I 

(A) vita 
v. 

<•) without 

ehaee apace rotation 

Sean diagnostics 
A large number of monitors sre used to nest the two 

requirements of the accurate location of the high ave
rage intensity of electrons at tha entrance of the qua-
drupolc triplet focussing the bean en the converter 
target and of the quick and easy detection of very low 
peak intensity of the positron besa at the beginning 
of the adjustment. 
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.\::*r the last section (S6) accelerating the electrons, 
:.-.*r* til ferrite position monitor with a sensitivity 
:l C.2 am for a 10 mA peak intensity aad a secondary 
electro» éiaphraça monitor chocking also permanently 
the centring of the beaa . la cosplesent there arc 
;a=a-ray detectors looking to any beaa losses. A tele
vision casera gives permanently in the control rooa 
the direct observation of the surface of the target or, 
it any tines it is needed, of a reootely controlled lu
minescent screen introduced in the plaae of the target 
(the repetition rate of the beaa) pulses is then reduc
ed frca 1000 to 6 Ms). 
The positron monitors in the liner are high sensit
ivity ferrite toroidal intensity monitors and Iff ea-
• ities. The first have a very low background of 0.2 vA 
?eak current. The second have a sensitivity of 0.5 uA. 
.'»* used also remotely controlled diaphragma coupled 
:o $a=aa-tay detectors). For the beaa handling lines. 

intensities are measured with the * rrite r.onitors and 
profiles are given by wire chambers or revolving scin
tillator systems. 
The high sensitivity of the toroidal monitors for 

positron beaa is obtained by using a high value for the 
leading resistance^ to 10 k£) associated with a small 
number of whorls C30), instead of the values used for 
the electron beam monitors (I kQ - 120 whorls). 

Maintenance 

The main difficulty is the high residual activity in 
the converter assembly. Changing the target itself is 
relatively easy. But the big problem is changing, if 
it is needed, the coils, the vacuum box and the cooled 
collimator. A newly designed assembly will offer the 
possibility to disconnect easily the whole converter 
assembly by the use of a quickly opened flange joint. 

3. Aune, ». Juillard, F. Wetter and A. Pacchioni, In
tense beams of 100 to 500 MeV positrons. IXth Int.Conf. 
High îaergy Accelerators, 295, May 1974. 
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Fig. I - Phase space at the entrance (A) and at tht end (») of section 58. 
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